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theme: why’d you do it.  
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tag[s]: v.v. rights asked me to me. In the more modern era; criminology accords all models of … all 

making models of …  

 

 

 

date: 111017 

cited: moral injury 

{applied outside of cited: recovery notes} { uh, eh for non-drug/addicts, too; was it worth it; how would 

you re-make reality, modify reality to improve cited: moral injury}  

Not-corny examples from eh, uh childhood to adulthood: 

They thought it would be inappropriate for me to call my mom a bitch; when she banned me from 

speaking about the transgender movement and held me situationally hostage for at least my brother’s 
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identity; and at least that identity’s identity rights. I didn’t feel guilty [about … calling her … a]  because 

she’d beaten me up too many times as a child, when she was experiencing supposedly, stress. I’d never 

grown to experience stress like that. Instead I got and kept getting new forms for me in experience of 

cancer and cancer-like amalgamations; no matter how healthy my habits.  

Not-quite evidence: {External} Where are the scars. {Response} /\ | here they are.  

Externalized Example {For Others}: What about what … motivates you to enter the field area of career: 

killing. Ah, uh, one of the prime examples of experiencing, cited: moral injury. Define prime.  

One to three points are enough of a response; but it [the response chronology ] can be  [even a lot] 

longer.  

[Side Note. Modifications to Ramifications and Constructions to cited: moral Injury] 

[Secondary Side Note. Now?, easily applied to addict cited: recovery, from where it was whence 

gathered, in this cornerstone note: that is a circle] 

 

 


